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About This Game

Dragon Souls will allow you to play as a dragon in one of the available dragon flights: Black, Red, Green, Blue. The goal is
simply collecting all of the relics scattered throughout the world. But, with denizens, cities, and other dragons out to take these
same items from you, it's easier said than done.
The denizens of our world have no hope of standing against you. Your only real threat will be other dragons, which, of course,
want the same thing you want and are willing to kill you for it.
This is a game about playing as a truly terrifying dragon, not lumbering reptiles with wings and one slow/avoidable attack. You
should expect to always be on your toes, quickly moving and positioning while using a myriad of attacks. All of these abilities
will be made more powerful with leveling and the expansion of your dragon's power.
Each player is in control of a single dragon which can battle in air or on land. Our combat system is fast paced and involves
physical, magical, and ranged combat. As with other similar games, certain combinations of spells and abilities will naturally
synergize. Can you find these combinations to maximize your progress, or will you be dominated by the other players?
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What will your reign of terror be like?

All dragons love gold - but the root of this love is more than just fascination - it is the source of all your power.
As you collect gold your dragon will increase in power, level, and size.
This is your most significant resource and is earned by killing denizens and their dwellings. The cities and the travelers between
them must be "liberated" of their burden so you can gain power. To best leverage resource acquisition, you will need to
prioritize your attacks to maximize your power growth.
Of course, other dragons also have significant gold you could take... if you can defeat them.

Every player will have four tiers of abilities to choose from for each dragon type, with several abilities in each tier, providing
roughly 56 unique dragon abilities at the launch of the game. Only one ability can be chosen per tier, so the possible
combinations of play will vary significantly. Once the abilities are chosen, they will only become available at certain levels.

Throughout the world, there are random relics scattered about. These relics are the claim to the throne for the
dragon world. Once all relics are returned to a dragon's den, the game is won and the conqueror crowned. But be careful as you
collect the relics, since they have a way of drawing in your competition. For every one you possess, you become easier for other
players to find you, even from far away places.
The greatest part about Relics is how they can help you. They aren't just items of "great power" you can never use. Instead, each
relic grants a special ability which you can assign to your dragon at any time during the match. Only 4 relics can be selected for
activation at a time and will be lost if you die. So, be careful of which relics you choose to keep with you.
Some boards may have only 5 or 6 relics, while others may contain more than 20. Using the abilities on the "fly" and altering
your play style to best leverage your abilities and available relics is the key to winning this game.
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Of course, all other dragons are seeking more power as well. So, you will often fight other dragons to rob them of their horde
and remove them from the running.
But, don't worry too much. Provided you make it back to your Den, you can stay in it briefly. You leave your den fully healed
and will have a "gold buff" on you which increases your power significantly. You will be limited on how frequently you can
enter your den.

We have many ideas on how this game could evolve into a much greater game, but first we want to get player feedback and get
the initial concept published. Here are some of our ideas. Please make sure to let us know how you feel about each of them. We
invite the feedback.
Factions
Each dragon starts in a particular faction. The denizens of that faction will be friendly, so dragons would need to travel to other
factions to gain gold. Possibly introduce a partnership with denizens for gathering by launching raiding parties against other
dragon dens.
Team Play
Solo play has it's problems. Some form of team play is planned for the future. This may be accomplished solely through
factions, maybe more.
Questing
A good quest line can build an amazing story. Plan to see Elder Dragons doling out quests with deep story.
Denizen Riders
What better way to have new abilities introduced than by dragon riders there to help. Archers, mages, who knows…
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Title: Dragon Souls
Genre: Action, Adventure, Free to Play, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Avant Games
Publisher:
Avant Games
Release Date: Early Access Starting Soon!
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7
Processor: i5
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: 1 GB Video Card
DirectX: Version 12
Network: Broadband Internet connection
Storage: 1500 MB available space

English
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